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【Outline of survey】
We have been developing the molecular science research on the photon pressure effect induced by the interaction of a focused laser beam with polymers, dendrimers, and various nanoparticles in solution. As an example, we have succeeded in preparing molecular assembling structures reflecting the photon pressure, and clarified its formation dynamics and mechanism. In this research, for a variety of organic compounds such as proteins, we intend to prove experimentally such novel phenomena induced by the photon pressure as laser-induced crystallization, enantioselective chiral crystallization from achiral molecules, and control of supermolecular structure. Furthermore, unique organic crystals, whose molecular arrangement is controlled by the photon pressure, will be fragmented to nanocrystals by the laser ablation technique, and then their increased surface layer will make an enantioselective reaction in the solid state to proceed efficiently. On the other hand, in order to investigate the crystal growth process under the photon pressure for general nonfluorescent organic compounds, we will construct a new system which can measure not only the fluorescence spectrum but also the Rayleigh-scattering one in real time. By using this developed system, we will observe and analyze the crystallization dynamics at a single nanocrystal level.

【Expected results】
We believe that the preparation of crystals with controlled molecular arrangement, which is one of the most promising goals in crystal science, can be achieved by combining the photon pressure of a focused laser beam and the technique of femtosecond laser-induced crystallization. We strongly hope that new solid-state reaction will be realized and their dynamics and mechanism can be clarified at a single nanocrystal level.
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